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We obtain an interpolation formula for symmetric functions and applications to
some identities on symmetric functions, including the one obtained by Gustafson
and Milne on Schur functions.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
The classical Lagrange interpolation formula not only provides a means
of polynomial approximation, but also plays a significant role in estab-
lishing combinatorial identities in many variables including identities on
symmetric functions. The objective of this paper is two-fold: First, we
develop an interpolation formula just for symmetric functions. Second, we
show that a special case of the interpolation formula leads to a simple
derivation of an identity of Gustafson and Milne [2] on Schur functions.
Our interpolation formula suggests that there might exist a symmetric func-
tion analog of the umbral calculus [8] that is efficient enough to give a
Newton expansion of symmetric functions.
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2. The Interpolation Formula
Throughout we shall assume that all polynomials are over the field of
rational numbers or any field of characteristic zero. We shall use [n] to
denote the set [1, 2, ..., n]. When I is specified as a k-subset of [n], we
always use J to denote the complement of I to [n], i.e., J=[n]"I. The
elements of I and J will be denoted by i1<i2< } } } <ik and
j1< j2< } } } < jn&k . We shall use X to denote the set [x1 , x2 , ..., xn] or the
n-tuple (x1 , x2 , ..., xn), and Y to denote the set [y1 , y2 , ..., yk] or the k-
tuple ( y1 , y2 , ..., yk). It will be clear from the context whether set or n-tuple
is intended. For a monomial f = yn11 y
n2
2 } } } y
nk
k , we define the partial degree
of yi as the power ni of yi . For a polynomial f ( y1 , y2 , ..., yk), the partial
degree of yi is defined as the maximum partial degree of yi among all its
monomials. Then the interpolation formula for symmetric functions is as
follows:
Theorem 2.1. Let x1 , x2 , ..., xn be n distinct points, and let
f ( y1 , y2 , ..., yk) be a symmetric function whose partial degrees are not
greater than n&k. Then, for 1k<n, we have
f ( y1 , y2 , ..., yk)= :
|I |=k
I/[n]
f (xi1 , xi2 , ..., xik) `
j # J
y # Y
( y&xj)<`
j # J
i # I
(xi&xj). (2.1)
We give the proof in Section 3. Let us note here that for k=1 (2.1) tri-
vially reduces to the classical Lagrange interpolation formula:
f (x)= :
n
i=1
f (xi) `
j{i
x&xj
xi&xj
,
where f (x) is a polynomial of degree not greater than n&1. Because the
numerator in (2.1) >y, j ( y&xj) is symmetric in y1 , y2 , ..., yk , this inter-
polation formula can hold only for symmetric functions. One may also
notice that since f ( y1 , y2 , ..., yk) is symmetric, the summand in (2.1) is
symmetric both in xi1 , xi2 , ..., xik , and in xj1 , xj2 , ..., xjn&r . It is also easy to
see that for any subset i1<i2< } } } <ik of [n], (2.1) holds for
( y1 , y2 , ..., yk)=(xi1 , xi2 , ..., xik), just like the classical Lagrange interpola-
tion formula.
We now review some identities involving symmetric functions, along
with their relations to the classical Lagrange interpolation formula, and to
the above interpolation formula for symmetric functions. The following
identity was given by Louck [5, 6] and was rediscovered by Verde-Star
[9] in the context of divided differences. For m=1, 2, ..., n&1, the identity
148 chen and louck
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was proved by Waring [10] in 1779. It has important applications to
hypergeometric series and unitary groups [1, 3, 4, 5].
Theorem 2.2. For each integer m0, we have
:
n
i=1
xmi <`j{i (xi&xj)=hm&n+1(x1 , x2 , ..., xn), (2.2)
where hk is the kth homogeneous symmetric function, which is defined to be
zero for k<0.
Gustafson and Milne [2] give a generalization of (2.2) to Schur func-
tions:
Theorem 2.3. Given k1, let *: *1*2 } } } *k0 be a partition.
Then we have
s*1&n+k, ..., *k&n+k(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)
= :
|I |=k
I/[n]
s*1, ..., *k(xi1 , ..., xik)<`
j # J
i # I
(xi&xj), (2.3)
where s*(X) is the Schur function, and the left hand side of (2.3) is zero if
*kn&k&1.
We now show that the identity (2.3) can be easily derived from the inter-
polation formula (2.1). To make the method clear, we first show that iden-
tity (2.2) implies a special case of the classical Lagrange interpolation
formula, and conversely. Using the generating function
:
m0
hm&n+1 tm&n+1= `
n
i=1
1
1&xit
,
one may write (2.2) in the form
:
n
i=1
t&n+1
1&xit<`j{i (xi&xj)= `
n
i=1
1
1&xi t
, (2.4)
which may be rewritten as
:
n
i=1
`
j{i
t&1&xj
xi&xj
=1. (2.5)
This last identity is just the Lagrange interpolation formula for the function
f (x)=1. Conversely, starting with (2.5), we can derive (2.2). Now let us
149interpolation for symmetric functions
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show that the identity (2.3) is equivalent to the interpolation formula (2.1)
for the case f ( y1 , y2 , ..., yk)=1. For any partition *: *1*2 } } } *k0,
we define
t*1&n+k, ..., *k&n+k( y1 , y2 , ..., yk)=( y1 y2 } } } yk)
&n+k s*1, ..., *k( y1 , y2 , ..., yk).
(2.6)
By the alternate quotient definition of the Schur function (3.5), it is easy to
see that t* is in fact the same as the Schur function as long as * contains
no negative components. Then the identity
:
*
s*(X) s*(Y)= `
y # Y
x # X
1
1&xy
can be rewritten as
:
*1 } } } *k0
s*1&n+k, ..., *k&n+k(x1 , ..., xn) t*1&n+k, ..., *k&n+k( y1 , ..., yk)
= `
y # Y
x # X
1
1&xy
. (2.7)
It is easy to see that (2.3) implies
:
|I |=k
I/[n]
`
j # J
y # Y
( y&1&xj)<`
j # J
i # I
(xi&xj)=1, (2.8)
which is just the f ( y1 , y2 , ..., yk)=1 case of (2.1). Conversely, starting with
(2.8), we can derive (2.3).
The above theorem has the following special cases:
Corollary 2.4. Let x1 , x2 , ..., xn be n distinct points, and nk+1.
Then we have
y1 y2 } } } yk= :
|I |=k
I/[n]
xi1xi2 } } } xik `
j # J
y # Y
( y&xj)<`
j # J
i # I
(xi&xj). (2.9)
Corollary 2.5. Let x1 , x2 , ..., xn be n distinct points, and 1k<n.
Then we have
:
|I |=k
I/[n]
`
j # J
y # Y
(1&xjy)<`
j # J
i # I
(1&xj xi)=1. (2.10)
150 chen and louck
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3. Proofs
We shall provide two proofs, one uses the vector space property of the
functions involved in the right hand side of (2.1), the other relies on the
properties of Schur functions. Although the second proof is more involved
with the properties of Schur functions and determinantal operations, it
demonstrates some subtleties of the Schur function.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Given a k-subset I of [n], we set
QI (X, Y)= `
j # J
y # Y
( y&xj)<`
j # J
i # I
(xi&xj),
where J=[n]"I. We claim that the set of functions [QI (X, Y) | I/[n],
|I|=k] are linearly independent over the underlining field. First, we notice
that QI (X, Y) is symmetric in Y. Suppose
:
|I |=k
I/[n]
AIQI (X, Y)=0, (3.1)
where AI are in the field. Given any I, set Y=XI=[xi1 , xi2 , ..., xik]. It is
easy to see that
QI$ (X, XI)=$I, I$ .
It follows that all the numbers AI in (3.1) are zero, hence the QI (X, Y) are
linearly independent. Notice that the degree of each yi in QI (X, Y) is n&k.
We proceed to show that any symmetric polynomial in which the degree
of each yi is not greater than n&k can be expressed as a linear combina-
tion of QI (X, Y). The vector space U spanned by [QI (X, Y)] has dimen-
sion ( nk). Let us consider the vector space V of symmetric polynomials in
Y such that the partial degree of each yi is not greater than n&k. Clearly,
the vector space V is generated by all monomial symmetric functions
m*(Y), where *: *1*2 } } } *k0 and *1n&k. Such partitions can
be written as 0r01r1 } } } (n&k)rn&k, where
r0+r1+ } } } +rn&k=k.
The number of solutions of the above equation equals the number of ways
of choosing k elements out of n&k+1 with repetitions allowed, which
turns out to be
\(n&k+1)+k&1k +=\
n
k+ .
151interpolation for symmetric functions
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It follows that the dimension of V equals the dimension of U. However,
since UV, we have U=V. Now we may write the symmetric function
f (Y) as a linear combination of QI (X, Y) as
f (Y)= :
|I |=k
I/[n]
AIQI (X, Y). (3.2)
Setting Y=XI , the above equation determines the coefficient
AI= f (XI). K
To present the second proof, we need to reformulate (2.1) in terms of
Schur functions. The monomial symmetric function m+ and the Schur func-
tion s* are related by the Kostka numbers K*+ :
s*= :
+*
K*+m+ ,
where  means the dominance order: +1+ } } } ++i*1+ } } } +*i for all i.
Since the matrix (K*+) is strictly upper unitrangular, so is its inverse. It
follows that m* is a linear combination of Schur functions s+ where +*.
Suppose *: *1 } } } *k0 is a partition such that *1n&k. It follows
that for any partition +: +1 } } } +k0 satisfying +* we have +1
*1n&k. Therefore, Theorem 2.1 is implied by the following version for
Schur functions.
Theorem 3.1. Let *: *1 } } } *k0 be a partition such that *1
n&k. Let x1 , x2 , ..., xn be n distinct points. Then we have
s*( y1 , y2 , ..., yk)= :
|I |=k
I/[n]
s*(xi1 , xi2 , .,.., xik) `
j # J
y # Y
( y&xj)<`
j # J
i # I
(xi&xj). (3.3)
Let Sn be the permutation group on [n]. Given a permutation w=
w1w2 } } } wn # Sn , we use sign(w) to denote the sign of w. We use X to
denote the sequence (x1 , x2 , ..., xn), and Vn(X) to denote the Vandermonde
determinant
det(xn&ij )n_n= `
1i< jn
(xi&xj).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First, notice that the number of inversions of
i1 } } } ik j1 } } } jn&k equals
\k+12 ++: I,
152 chen and louck
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where  I stands for the sum of elements in I. Then we have
`
j # J
i # I
(xi&xj)&1=(&1)
( k+12 ) + I `
i # I, j # J
i< j
(xi&xj)&1 `
i # I, j # J
i< j
(xj&xi)&1.
For convenience, set
VI (X)= `
i, j # I
i< j
(xi&xj).
The right hand side of (3.3) may be written as
1
Vn(X)
:
|I |=k
I/[n]
(&1)(
k+1
2 ) + I (VI (X) s*1, ..., *k(xi1 , ..., xik)) VJ (X) `
j # J
y # Y
( y&xj).
(3.4)
By the alternate quotient definition of the Schur function s*(xi1 , ..., xik),
s*1, ..., *k(xi1 , ..., xik)=
|x*r+k&ris |
|xk&ris |
, (3.5)
and
VJ (X) `
j # J
y # Y
( y&xj)= }xn&k&rjs `y # Y ( y&xjs) } ,
(3.4) equals
1
Vn(X)
:
|I |=k
I/[n]
(&1)(
k+1
2 ) + I |x*r+k&ris | k_k
_}xn&k&rjs `y # Y ( y&xjs) } (n&k)_(n&k) (3.6)
By the Laplace expansion of a determinant by the first k rows (see also
[2]), the above summation may be expressed by the determinant
x*i+k&ij (1ik)
}} } } } } } } . (3.7)xn&k&ij >y # Y ( y&xj) (1in&k)
153interpolation for symmetric functions
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We now proceed to show that the above determinant is equal to
Vn(X) s*1, ..., *k ( y1 , y2 , ..., yk). Using the expansion
`
y # Y
( y&xj)= :
k
t=0
(&1)t xtj ek&t ,
where ek&t is the elementary symmetric function in Y, we may expand (3.7)
as follows:
x*i+k&ij (1ik)
:
(1in&k)
0tik
(&1) ti `
n&k
i=1
ek&ti }} } } } } } } . (3.8)xn&k&i+tij (1in&k)
Since 0*i+k&in&1 for 1ik and 0n&i+tin&1, in order
for the determinant in (3.8) not to vanish, the set [n&k&i+ti | 1i
n&k] has to be the complement of [*i+k&i | 1ik]. By Lemma 1.3
in [7], we have
[n&k&i+ti | 1in&k]=[k&1+i&*i$ | 1in&k], (3.9)
where *$1*$2 } } } *$n&k0 is the conjugate partition of *. Let pi=
n&k&i+ti , and qi=k&1+i&*i$. Thus, the sequence ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn&k)
has to be a permutation of (q1 , q2 , ..., qn&k). Now we use the permutation
group Sn&k to generate all permutations of [q1 , q2 , ..., qn&k]:
qwi=k&1+wi&*$wi .
Given a permutation w, setting pi=qwi , the corresponding value of k&ti
equals
k&ti=*$wi+(n&k+1&i )&wi . (3.10)
Hence, (3.8) equals
:
w # Sn&k
(&1) ti `
n&k
i=1
e*$wi+(n&k+1&i )&wi
x*i+k&ij (1ik)
_}} } } } } } } (3.11)xqwij (1in&k)
= :
w # Sn&k
sign(w)(&1) ti `
n&k
i=1
e*$wi+(n&k+1&i )&wi
x*i+k&ij (1ik)
_}} } } } } } } , (3.12)xqij (1in&k)
154 chen and louck
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where ti is determined by (3.10). Let vi=*i+k&i for 1ik. Consider
the number of inversions of the sequence qn&k } } } q1vk } } } v1 . Since v1>
v2> } } } >vk , q1<q2< } } } <qn&k and qn&k } } } q1vk } } } v1 is a permutation
of [0, 1, ..., n&1], the desired number of inversions equals n&ki=1 qi . Hence,
the determinant in (3.12) equals
(&1) qi Vn(X).
Let us now compute the sign (&1) ti. Since the sum  ti is invariant under
any permutation w # Sn&k , we may assume without loss of generality that
w is the identity permutation, namely, pi=qi , hence ti=qi&(n&k)+i.
Since (n&k)2 has the same parity as (n&k), it follows that
(&1) ti=(&1)(
n&k+1
2 ) +(n&k)+ qi=(&1)(
n&k
2 ) +: qi.
Therefore, (3.12) becomes
(&1)(
n&k
2 ) Vn(X) :
w # Sn&k
sign(w) `
n&k
i=1
e*$wi+(n&k+1&i )&wi ,
which can be expressed as
(&1)(
n&k
2 ) Vn(X) |e(n&k+1&i )+*$j& j |.
Taking the transpose of the above determinant, it becomes
det(e*$i&i+(n&k+1& j ))(n&k)_(n&k) .
By reversing the columns this determinant becomes (&1)(
n&k
2 ) |e*$i&i+ j |.
Now the signs cancel, and the proof is completed by the JacobiTrudi
identity. K
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